Scaring away anxiety: Therapeutic avenues for horror fiction to enhance treatment for anxiety symptoms
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Abstract

From scary stories to horror films and haunted houses, the horror genre is wildly popular. Although horror aims to elicit fear and anxiety in its audience, many people with anxiety are horror fans and some report using horror to cope with their anxiety. In this article, we provide a theoretical rationale for why people with anxiety might choose to access and find relief in horror films. First, we discuss aspects of horror that could make it particularly alluring to people with anxiety and how the use of horror may be negatively reinforcing. Next, we examine how engagement with horror could be used to build skills for resilience in more generalized situations. We build on processes from evidence-based therapies (i.e., cognitive behavioral therapy and exposure therapy) to explain how horror media has the potential to be used as a therapeutic tool. Finally, we discuss steps for future research on horror as a therapeutic tool for anxiety-related disorders.
Background on Recreational Horror

The Paradox of horror
Humans derive seemingly paradoxical enjoyment out of scaring themselves. Though the beginnings of the horror genre are often traced to gothic literature in the mid-18th century, horror stories extend much further back in human history. Some of the earliest examples of writing include tales of monsters, ghosts, haunted spaces (Asma, 2009; Felton, 2010). From scary stories to horror films and haunted houses, the horror genre is wildly popular. Instead of avoiding situations that elicit typically negative emotions such as fear and anxiety, many people intentionally seek out these situations. This bizarre behavior has puzzled some of the world’s greatest thinkers. Why would people purposely seek out fiction that makes them feel afraid or anxious?

More than 2000 years ago, Aristotle mused that tragedy was popular because it allowed people to purge themselves of difficult emotions such as pity and fear (Aristotle, 2006). David Hume also observed that sorrow, anxiety, and terror seem to make certain spectacles more enjoyable (Hume, 1971). These early speculations have led to modern scholarly work on what is now known as the paradox of horror - the seemingly paradoxical phenomenon where people seek out situations that elicit anxiety, fear, and disgust. Some modern scholars argue that people do not actually enjoy the negative emotions themselves, but rather the curiosity that is aroused from the unfamiliar (Carroll, 2003). However, others have argued that people can enjoy negative emotions themselves rather than simply tolerate them as collateral damage for curiosity (Gaut, 1993).

In this paper, we will explore some of the psychological theories behind why horror media is popular among a group of people for whom this paradox would seem particularly salient: people with elevated symptoms of anxiety. We further discuss how horror is a unique tool that can be used within evidence-based therapies to educate and challenge clients to face their fears and offer suggestions for incorporating horror media into cognitive-behavioral therapy and exposure therapy. Figure 1 provides a visual summary of our argument.

Personality and horror
Though a majority of people report enjoying horror films (Clasen et al., 2020), certain personality types and individual differences tend to correlate with horror fandom. One of the most consistent personality correlates of horror fandom is sensation seeking (Martin 2019). Sensation seeking may be described as a tendency to seek out experiences that maximize arousal through novelty, complexity, or intense sensations (Zuckerman, 1994). In a large study on the personality of horror fandom, Clasen et al. (2020) found that horror fans were more likely to be high in sensation-seeking and intellect/imagination (openness to experience in the Big Five Inventory). Still, these
findings are not without caveats. Some measures of behavior, such as horror film attendance, are only weakly correlated with sensation seeking (Tamborini & Stiff, 1987). Moreover, the relationship between overall sensation seeking and horror attendance may not be significant for women, and different subscales predict horror film attendance differently for men and women (Cantor & Sparks, 1984; Zuckerman & Little, 1986).

One of the strongest predictors of horror fandom that has been found is trait morbid curiosity (Scrivner, 2020). Morbid curiosity is defined as an interest in seeking information about potentially threatening material. In horror films, morbidly curious people can experience relatively low-cost, simulated experiences with danger that would otherwise be difficult or dangerous to learn about. For example, what are “psychopathic” serial killers like in their day-to-day life? What does a “possessed” person look or act like? If vampires existed, how could they be identified and defeated? Exposure to these fictional terrors triggers deeply rooted fears in human psychology (Clasen, 2017). Vampires, zombies, and werewolves are not real threats, but they possess characteristics of real threats - sharp teeth, infectiousness, disregard for human life, etc.

When certain threats are salient in the real world, morbidly curious people may seek out information about that threat through horror fiction. For example, morbid curiosity was associated with watching more horror and pandemic-themed movies than usual during the COVID-19 pandemic (Scrivner, 2021). In fact, morbidly curious people may be partially responsible for the meteoric rise in popularity of Contagion during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic. By watching movies that simulated the world during or after a catastrophic event, viewers can gather information about what the world looks like and how people might behave during catastrophic events. In turn, this may lead to a feeling of preparedness and resilience in the face of fearful situations in the real world (Scrivner et al., 2021).

The Overlap Between Anxiety Pathology and Horror Fandom

Overview of anxiety

Though anxiety and fear are phenomenologically similar and often conflated, anxiety is best characterized as a response to an uncertain or potential threat whereas fear can be characterized as a response to an observable, immediate, or concrete threat (Bouton et al., 2001; Mobbs et al., 2015). While fear is an emotion that evolved to aid in avoiding a present threat, anxiety has evolved to protect our species from uncertain or future threats. The emotion of anxiety is typically characterized by increased physiological arousal (e.g., racing heart, increased breath rate) and worry or uneasy apprehension about an anticipated future event (e.g., Spielberger, 1966).
A certain level of anxiety is adaptive and necessary to respond adequately to the challenges of life (e.g., Gutierrez-Garcia & Contreras, 2013; Nesse, 2019); however, when anxiety is experienced in inappropriate contexts and/or causes significant impairment over time, it may rise to the level of a clinical disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The obvious manifestation of this is in the anxiety disorder diagnostic category (compromising conditions such as generalized anxiety disorder, specific phobia, agoraphobia, panic disorder, and social anxiety disorder); however, other internalizing disorders such as mood disorders, obsessive-compulsive and related disorders, eating disorders (e.g., Schaumburg et al., 2020), and post-traumatic stress disorder (which was listed in DSM-IV-TR as an anxiety disorder, e.g., Pai, Suris, & North, 2017) also feature heightened levels of anxiety.

Anxiety in the context of these psychological disorders is persistent, often difficult to control, and can be generalized (e.g., worry about the future) or disorder-specific (e.g., worry about weight gain, in the case of eating disorders). Individuals with clinical symptoms of anxiety tend to experience worry or apprehension that is out of proportion to the threat posed by the situation, which results in difficulty with relationships, work, school, or personal functioning. In some cases, anxiety is accompanied by physiological arousal or symptoms (e.g., muscle tension). Notably, people with anxiety symptoms often experience their worries as difficult to control, time-consuming, and intrusive, which increases distress and impairment.

In general, anxiety tends to be associated with avoidant behavior, with many theories suggesting that anxiety disorders are reinforced through the repeated avoidance of situations that elicit distress (e.g., Salters-Pedneault & Roemer, 2004). Some have theorized, however, that in certain circumstances, avoidance can serve adaptive functions, as it may allow people to regain a sense of control over themselves and the environment, thereby enabling them to increase their willingness to approach future anxiety-provoking situations (e.g., Hoffman & Hay, 2018). In other words, avoidance can serve maladaptive and adaptive functions, depending on how it influences future behavior. The paradox of horror may be less paradoxical if one considers that engaging with horror content could be a form of avoidance. Specifically, engaging with horror content may be less aversive than engaging with intrusive thoughts or worries for people with elevated anxiety and in fact, may reduce anxiety in the short-term. However, to evaluate maladaptive and adaptive functions of horror, it is important to consider if engagement with horror prioritizes short-term distress reduction over long-term learning and carefully evaluate this balance in terms of an individual’s global functioning and priorities.

The role of anxiety in recreational horror

Recreational horror may be defined as a mixed emotional experience of fear and enjoyment (Andersen et al., 2020). However, we add to this definition the emotion of
anxiety. While fear is commonly associated with horror, anxiety is arguably as important to the experience. Certain experiences during recreational horror such as the “jump-scare” (e.g., when the killer appears suddenly in frame), are intended to elicit instances of acute fear. However, people who engage with recreational horror through books, podcasts, movies, and haunted houses know going into the experience to expect frightening situations to occur. The knowledge that frightening situations are looming produces a sense of anxiety throughout the experience, what Stephen King (2010) calls “the terror.” The audience knows to expect a jump-scare - but they do not know when it will occur or what it will look like, leading to a feeling of suspense or anxiety throughout the film.

Moments of acute fear scattered throughout a movie can also keep the audience on their toes, feeding them a steady drip of anxiety throughout the experience. Indeed, a horror film may be best characterized by both the acute fear it induces in momentary jump-scares and by the feeling of anxiety it incites throughout - creating a sort of atmosphere of dread. In order to maximize the feeling of anxiety, filmmakers will often cue the audience that a jump-scare is coming. Some of the most iconic jump-scares get their power through a tense build-up of music and a scene setup that informs the audience that a scare is imminent. The anxiety-inducing moments of a horror film often serve to make the film more popular and revered as a “good” horror film.

Figure 1. Summary of how horror can help with anxiety in the moment and build resilience for more generalized situations.
The allure of horror to someone with anxiety

Despite the fact that horror aims to elicit fear and anxiety in its audience, some horror fans report using horror to deal with clinical anxiety (e.g., see Grisafi, 2016; Turner, 2017). Anecdotal reasons for this behavior often relate to a desire to have control over feelings of anxiety. However, to our knowledge, empirical studies have yet to be conducted on this phenomenon. Some individuals with PTSD also report “self-triggering,” where they remind themselves of their trauma through films, books, and other methods. One study by Bellet et al., 2020 found that this behavior is not uncommon among individuals who have experienced trauma. Much like the anecdotal reports of using horror as a way to control feelings of anxiety, many participants in Bellet et al.’s study reported self-triggering as a way to control their PTSD. Other reasons for self-triggering included a desire to match external experiences with internal states (i.e., affect matching) and to make meaning out of their traumatic experiences.

Morbid curiosity may explain part of the seemingly paradoxical attraction of horror to people with anxiety. At its core, morbid curiosity is a trait that inspires one to seek out information about threatening situations, presumably as a proactive method to prepare for threats. This information could come from a variety of sources and may not need to be related to something that actually happened. Stories, even if they are fictional, can provide accurate descriptions of possible events (Barber & Barber, 2004). In fact, fictional stories are uniquely positioned to provide important information that is otherwise inaccessible because they can be tailored to specific situations and take into account relevant contextual information (Scalise-Sugiyama, 2020). Horror stories focus on a particular type of information - knowledge about threatening situations. Horror stories convey information about potentially dangerous situations or phenomena, detailing what these situations look like, how people tend to respond, and what behaviors and actions are successful.

The information presented in horror media is also likely to draw the attention of someone with anxiety. Evolutionary scientists have long argued that anxiety, at its core, evolved to prepare individuals to detect and prepare for threats (Bateson et al., 2011; Marks & Nesse, 1994). Central to this is the detection and consumption of information about threats. Thus, like morbid curiosity, anxiety may compel people to seek out information about threats in the form of stories. Because of this, attraction to horror stories is a reliable indicator of high trait morbid curiosity - and potentially of high anxiety.

Though the attraction of horror to individuals who feel anxious has received little attention in psychology, a few studies have reported finding a relationship between anxiety and horror entertainment. Over the course of one week, Strizhakova and Krcmar (2007) had customers who were entering a video rental store report their current mood states. After making their choices in the store, participants returned to researchers and reported which movies they had rented. To the surprise of the
researchers, customers who felt nervous were much more likely to have rented horror movies. Thus, this study suggests that feeling anxious or nervous might lead one to seek out entertainment that matches this feeling.

A recent big data study using Facebook likes, personality data collected through the myPersonality Facebook app, and movie plot keywords from IMDB suggests that trait anxiety may also be related to horror fandom. Nave et al. (2020) found that fans of horror movies (indicated by Facebook likes) were more likely to score high in trait neuroticism - a personality trait characterized by high anxiety. The researchers also discovered that anxiety-related plot keywords such as “mental illness,” “ghost,” “serial killer,” and “insanity” were among the strongest predictors of fans' neuroticism. Plot keywords were further used to identify 35 psychological themes (e.g., death, friends, religion, health, etc.). From this, Nave et al. also found that psychological themes of death and anxiety predicted high neuroticism among fans of those movies. In other words, people who are high in trait anxiety are often fans of movies with anxiety-inducing plots.

The desire to experience anxiety may be particularly salient for some people with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), the hallmark of which is uncontrollable, intrusive worry. The Contrast Avoidance Model of GAD (Newman & Llera, 2011) posits that people with GAD experience discomfort when shifting from neutral or positive emotions to negative emotions (negative contrasts), therefore they engage in worry to maintain elevated negative affect. At the same time, more frequent negative affect through worry leads to increased probability of positive contrasts, such that a person experiences relief when the feared (but improbable) event does not occur (e.g., Rashtbari & Saed, 2020). Along these lines, it is possible that people who are elevated in anxiety may experience a preference for horror media because it safely and predictably elicits negative emotions, allowing them to generate and maintain heightened negative affect. Furthermore, horror media sets one up to experience a positive contrast when the viewer experiences heightened negative affect that is then resolved when the film ends and the viewer is unharmed.

Given that people with high anxiety report greater liking of horror, one can assume that there are processes that reinforce engagement with this content. In the following paragraphs, we describe several hypotheses about how engagement with horror media may reduce anxiety in the moment (Table 1), which could serve as a negative reinforcement method. In the following section, it is important to emphasize that it is critical to consider the long-term adaptiveness of engaging with horror content, particularly because more research is required to disentangle short-term from long-term goals of behaviors related to emotion regulation (e.g., Aldao & Christensen, 2015; Christensen & Aldao, 2015). In some cases, engagement with horror content may result in learning that leads to increased resilience, generalization to non-horror stimuli, and reduced avoidance; however, it is equally possible that, for some individuals, these
behaviors reinforce maladaptive cognitions and behaviors and may maintain symptoms of anxiety. Consequently, evaluating both short and long-term effects of these processes is critical for evaluating which behaviors should be encouraged or discouraged.

I. How Horror May Reduce Anxiety in the Moment

The centrality of threat leads to immersion

At the core of the horror film is a threat. In many cases, the threat in a horror film is present in the form of a monster or a human who might be considered monstrous. Typically, this threat fulfills the purpose of the horror film - to inspire fear and anxiety in the viewer. It is also the centrality of a physical threat to the plot that might make the horror film particularly alluring for the anxious individual.

All humans display an attentional bias toward threat (Cisler et al., 2009; Koster et al., 2004; Mobbs et al., 2015). This predisposition occurs from a young age (LoBue & Rakison, 2013) and includes stimuli such angry faces (Hansen & Hansen, 1988; LoBue, 2009), predators (Ohman et al., 2001; Penkunas & Coss, 2013), and violent contact (Scrivner et al., 2019). The primacy of threat to human cognition can also be seen in the social transmission of information (Blaine & Boyer, 2018; Davis & McLeod, 2003), learning (Barrett & Broesch, 2015; Wertz, 2019), and memory (Kensinger, 2007; Nairne et al., 2007). Monitoring the threat and determining the best course of action is part of a suite of neural systems that optimize survival and threat reduction in animals, including humans (Blanchard et al., 2010; Mobbs et al., 2005; Neuberg et al., 2011).

Increased vigilance may also lead to increased immersion in the story. In a study using virtual reality, Bouchard et al. (2008) found that anxiety-inducing environments increased feelings of immersion compared to control environments. Likewise, a meta-analysis by Ling et al (2014) found that individuals with a diagnosed anxiety disorder felt more present during virtual reality exposure therapy than those without a clinical diagnosis. These studies suggest that threatening situations hold an even stronger grip on attention and immersion for anxious individuals. Because of this, horror films may be
uniquely positioned to draw the attention of anxious viewers and immerse them in the plot. This immersion may serve as a potent distraction from rumination or worry about real-world problems that commonly occurs in people experiencing anxiety.

**Horror provides a space to be anxious**

Anxiety experienced in the context of horror may also be an outlet for people who experience pressure to conceal, or suppress, their emotions. Expressive suppression is a commonly employed emotion regulation technique in which individuals attempt to conceal the outward expression of emotions (e.g., Gross, 1998); however, it is not particularly effective at down-regulating negative affect, as it tends to result in rebounds in anxiety (e.g., Campbell-Sills et al., 2006, Gross & John, 2003). Habitually suppressing expression may lead to poorer social functioning because a gap is created between true internal experience and outwards expression that affects both the individual (e.g., English and John, 2013) and those with whom they interact (e.g., Butler et al., 2003). Importantly, greater habitual use of emotional suppression is associated with increased symptoms of anxiety disorders (Aldao, Schweizer, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2010), suggesting that this is a common problematic behavior in people high in anxiety.

Expressive suppression may be undertaken for a variety of motivations, including cultural and individual beliefs about the appropriateness of emotional expression. These beliefs include, but are not limited to, beliefs that showing emotions reflects weakness, emotions should be controlled, and emotion expression could lead to rejection. Indeed, in one study, these beliefs mediated the association between social anxiety and the use of emotional suppression (Spokas, Luterek, & Heimberg, 2009). Thus, for people who frequently engage in expressive suppression due to beliefs about the acceptability of showing emotions, horror content may provide socially sanctioned outlets for experiencing high levels of anxiety and fear, even though in real life elevated anxiety is stigmatized (Curcio & Corboy, 2020). In other words, when one is watching a horror movie, it is considered appropriate to be anxious about the sound of footsteps in the abandoned building, but expressing such worries in daily life may be perceived negatively. Thus, engaging with horror content could provide a way to experience and express emotions for people with anxiety who feel pressure to hide how they are feeling.

**Horror provides a predictable source for feelings of anxiety**

Furthermore, horror content may provide clarity for people who frequently worry by offering an easily identifiable source of negative emotions. Many individuals with elevated anxiety show an intolerance to uncertainty, such that they find uncertain situations to be stressful and, thus, to be avoided (e.g., Dugas, Freeston, & Ladouceur, 1997). Intolerance of uncertainty has been linked using meta-analyses to generalized anxiety disorder (Gentes & Ruscio, 2011), eating disorders (Brown et al., 2017),
obsessive-compulsive disorder (Gentes & Ruscio, 2011), and major depressive disorder (Gentes & Ruscio, 2011), leading to its conceptualization as a transdiagnostic risk factor for psychopathology (Einstein, 2014). Although specific details of horror content may be uncertain, the tropes of horror provide a sense of “certain uncertainty” for the viewer, as they set a template of what the viewer can expect if certain elements are present. For example, the viewer may not know when a jump-scare will occur, but music in the movie can notify the audience that something frightening is imminent and direct them to be vigilant (Ansani et al., 2020). Another example is the mirror trope, in which a character looks in a mirror or reflective surface, there is a cutaway, and then the camera returns to the mirror to reveal that the killer or monster is behind the character. Similarly, uncertainty about the fate of the lead character may be resolved if the viewer knows the main female character (“final girl”) is likely to survive to the end of the film (see review of “final girl” trope in Paszkiewicz & Rusnak, 2017). Thus, such tropes may allow the person with anxiety to engage with uncertainty, without feeling like they do not have control, as they have a sense for what is likely to happen next in the film.

Transferring anxiety to a fictional source

Because it is acceptable and even expected that one will feel anxious while watching a horror film, viewers can fully express their feelings of anxiety without the social consequences that sometimes accompany these feelings. Moreover, the feelings of anxiety that were once rooted in a real-world event or may have had an unknown source can be transferred to the threat on the screen. In other words, the threat on the screen captures the attention of the viewer, becoming an alternative source for the feelings of anxiety that the viewer is feeling. With the source of anxiety now existing in the movie, the viewer has some sense of psychological distance from and control over the threat (further explained in the next section). However, the horror film itself does not reduce anxiety in the viewer. In fact, it should be a relatively potent source of anxiety in order for this process to work. In this way, the horror film becomes a new, more controllable source of the anxiety.

Once the main source of anxiety is identified as being some aspect of the horror film, the viewer gains a sense of control over the source of the anxiety. This sense of control is a key aspect of why horror may be a good conduit for regulating anxiety. Decades of research in non-human animals has shown the negative effects of a lack of control over stressors (see Maier & Seligman, 2016 for review). In humans, increasing perceived control over a stressor appears to reduce activation in areas of the brain that respond to threat-related uncertainty (Limbachia et al., 2021) and attenuate anxiety (Salomons et al., 2015). When feeling anxious, people often have little perceived control over their anxiety. However, when feeling anxious due to a horror film, viewers have several avenues of potential control or regulation over the source of the anxiety.
Increased control and regulation of anxiety

Anxiety is largely baked into the suspense that leads up to the jump-scares (or predicted jump-scares, even if one does not occur). However, this suspense and the accompanying arousal can be attenuated in a variety of ways. For example, viewers feeling too anxious can watch a movie with the lights on or volume turned down. These tactics serve to decrease immersion which, while necessary to initially draw the viewer in, may need to be down-regulated in certain parts of the movie for an optimal experience. The viewer also has some control over the threat itself. Once the monster makes an appearance on-screen, simple behaviors like covering one’s eyes can reduce fear and lead to a feeling of control over the situation. Thus, horror fiction produces anxiety that is controllable by the viewer in a way that is difficult or impossible when the source of anxiety is tied to something in the real world or has an unidentifiable source. Feeling anxious -- and the degree to which you feel anxious -- becomes a choice on the part of the viewer when watching a horror movie rather than something that is happening outside of their control.

It is perhaps a common misconception that all horror fans necessarily want more fear. Instead, horror fans appear to regulate their arousal levels for an optimal experience. In a field study at a haunted house, Clasen et al. (2019) found that haunted house attendees used a suite of cognitive, behavioral, and social strategies to up-regulate and down-regulate their fear levels throughout the experience. Down-regulation strategies included things such as imagining that the scary aspects were not real, finding humor in the situation, looking away from the scare actors, and physically holding onto friends. “Adrenaline junkies” who attempted to increase arousal up-regulated arousal by using strategies such as focusing on the scares, imagining that the situation could be real, engaging in the narrative, and letting themselves scream. Regardless of the strategies used, enjoyment levels remained about equal. This suggests that haunted house attendees may attempt to regulate arousal to achieve their optimal level. Indeed, another study by Andersen et al. (2020) found that there is a “sweet spot” for physiological arousal in haunted house attendees at which enjoyment is maximized. These studies suggest that horror offers an opportunity for people to engage with high-arousal, anxiety-inducing content in a way that allows a sense of control over the situation.

Possible calming effects of horror

Unlike anxiety stemming from the real world, horror fiction-induced anxiety is rooted in a clear source, is more easily managed, and has a clear timeframe. Though empirical evidence on the neurochemical effects of “surviving” a horror experience are lacking, some studies have reported post-experience mood boosts in people who engage with recreational fear (Kerr et al., 2019; Author et al., in prep). Likewise, participant anxiety levels in Kerr et al. were lower after the haunt than before,
suggesting resolution of the haunted attraction does lead to a decrease in anxiety. In addition, Kerr et al. found that participants displayed widespread decreases in neural reactivity after completing the haunt. This converges well with anecdotal evidence from people who engage with recreational horror and mention feeling a “comedown” after the experience ends.

The physiological changes and accompanying mood changes that occur after a horror film may resemble those that occur following aerobic exercise. Aerobic exercise may induce what is sometimes referred to as a “runner’s high,” which is a euphoric feeling following exercise. Studies in rodents and humans have implicated both endorphin (Boecker et al., 2008) and endocannabinoid (Fuss et al., 2015) activity as mechanisms for the euphoric feeling. Similar to exercise, horror movies and other “fun-scary” experiences can upregulate sympathetic nervous system activity, resulting in increased heart-rate, perspiration, respiration, and cortisol release. Given the similarities in sympathetic nervous system activation between exercise and fun-scary experiences, some of the same mechanisms may mediate the mood boosts and decreased neural reactivity following engagement with recreational horror. Future research should work to identify possible mechanisms of mood change during recreational horror experiences.

Table 1. Negative reinforcement processes that may increase or maintain engagement with horror media.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anxiety Concept</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>How Horror Helps in the Moment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perseverative negative thought</td>
<td>People experiencing elevated anxiety may have difficulty disengaging from negative thought patterns</td>
<td>Threat is a key plot device in horror. Because anxiety amplifies attentional biases to threat, horror movies could distract and immerse people with anxiety in the plot. Anxiety may be transferred from the real world to the fictional world of the film.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppression of emotional expression</td>
<td>Individuals with elevated anxiety often suppress feelings of anxiety to avoid social consequences</td>
<td>It is socially acceptable to express fear and anxiety during a horror film. Horror offers a socially-sanctioned space for people to express their emotions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intolerance of uncertainty</td>
<td>Intolerance of uncertainty is a key risk factor for anxiety, and feelings of uncertainty can increase anxiety</td>
<td>Horror movies often contain predictable tropes. Cues such as tense music alert the viewer to imminent jump-scares.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anxiety leads to worry about the potential consequences of some action. Feelings of anxiety may be transferred from the real world to the fictional world of the film. Here, the events that lead to anxiety do not actually affect the viewer.

Many people with anxiety have difficulty regulating their emotions. Viewers can regulate the intensity of anxiety by covering their eyes, turning on the lights, turning down the sound, or watching with a friend.

It can be difficult for someone who is experiencing anxiety to feel calm. People can experience a "comedown" effect that boosts mood and relaxation after finishing a horror movie, similar to what happens after exercising or experiencing something thrilling.

II. Leveraging Horror Content as an Experiential Tool for Learning

Learning from Scary Play

An important next step is to examine whether engagement with recreational horror can be used to generate resilience and better adaptation in real-world situations by offering an entertaining inroad to engaging with negative affect and anxiety-provoking stimuli. An analogy may be made with rough-and-tumble play. Most juvenile mammals engage in some sort of rough-and-tumble play (Boulton & Smith, 1992). For example, small children may engage in chase play such as hide-and-seek or tag, games that seem benign but represent potentially scary predation situations. Rough-and-tumble play in humans and other animals often mimics dangerous real-world situations, such as violent altercations, without the risk of injury. In this way, rough-and-tumble play can allow juveniles to learn behavioral strategies and motor skills involved in similar situations outside of the playful environment (Kniffin & Scalise-Sugiyama, 2018; Scalise-Sugiyama et al., 2018; Steen & Owens, 2001).

Like rough-and-tumble play, horror fiction provides a simulation in which people can engage with frightening phenomena in a safe setting. The ability to gather information through fiction or imagination is even more beneficial when the situation being simulated is dangerous. It is costly to interact with dangerous situations in the real world, yet it is also important to learn about dangerous phenomena so that they can be effectively dealt with when they are encountered. In the cognitive playground of a fictional world, people can learn what a particular situation looks like and engage in emotional and behavioral strategies that could prepare for related situations in the real
world (Morin et al., 2019; Scalise-Sugiyama, 2001). Supporting this hypothesis, Scrivner et al. (2021) found that horror fans experienced less psychological distress during the COVID-19 pandemic than non-horror fans. Specifically, horror fans reported less anxiety, depression, irritability, and sleeplessness in the early months of the pandemic. Streaming service NOW TV also conducted a survey of its users showing that a significant number of people were streaming apocalyptic movies during the pandemic in order to feel better about the current state of the world. Similar to findings by Scrivner et al. (2021), NOW TV users who were fans of apocalyptic genres reported feeling more prepared for a second wave of COVID (Gifford, 2020). In the next sections, we propose ideas for incorporating horror media as an experiential tool in conjunction with empirically validated treatments for anxiety-related disorders.

Building on processes from cognitive behavioral therapy and exposure therapy

The proposition that engagement with horror content could provide skills that allow one to feel a greater mastery over certain anxiety-provoking situations and reduce general distress suggests a potential utility for incorporating horror content into therapeutic contexts. There are multiple empirically validated psychological treatments that have been developed for internalizing disorders in which clients directly confront or challenge the experience of anxiety to reduce the onset or intensity of the emotion and subsequent problematic behaviors. Although clinicians may already use aspects of horror films to treat problems related to anxiety (e.g., showing film clips as part of an exposure hierarchy to treat specific phobias or obsessive thoughts), the formalized use of horror content as a therapeutic tool is a relatively novel idea and is grounded within existing theories underlying cognitive-behavioral treatments (CBT) and exposure therapy¹.

In cognitive-behavioral treatments (CBT), individuals are taught to recognize the relationships between their thoughts, emotions, and behaviors and learn skills to modify problematic patterns of thinking (Beck et al., 1979). Typically, this includes an assessment of the realistic threat posed by a stimulus and the client’s perceived abilities to cope. In CBT, clients are taught skills to break maladaptive associations between thoughts, emotions, and behaviors and to instead use more adaptive and effective

¹ We frame the discussion of the use of horror content within the context of evidence-based therapies that are recommended by the American Psychological Association for anxiety disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, mood disorders, post-traumatic stress disorder, and eating disorders (APA Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based Practice, 2006). However, it should be noted that there are numerous theoretical formulations of horror content as a tool for processing trauma and anxiety within the humanities literatures (e.g., media studies, gender studies, queer studies) that are rooted in psychoanalytic or psychodynamic perspectives (e.g., Badley, 1995; Grant, 2015; Lennard, 2014; Schneider, 2004). Such formulations explore horror as a space for subversion and exploration of sociocultural anxieties, including but not limited to, concerns about gender, sexuality, motherhood, race, identity, and conflicts between inner self and outer roles. We encourage the interested reader to explore this rich interdisciplinary literature, which is outside the scope of the present manuscript.
strategies to manage distress. In exposure therapy, which may be applied in vivo or imaginally, clients expose themselves to anxiety- or fear-provoking situations (e.g., Abramowitz, Deacon, & Whiteside, 2019), with the goal of reducing future avoidance of these stimuli. Exposure therapy may be combined with response prevention techniques, for example when treating obsessive-compulsive disorders (see meta-analysis in Rosa-Alcazar et al., 2008) or eating disorders (see review in Koskina, Campbell, & Schmidt, 2013), to eliminate the use of safety behaviors that maintain maladaptive patterns. Exposure therapy is the recommended treatment by the American Psychological Association (APA Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based Practice, 2006) for specific phobia, agoraphobia, panic disorder, obsessive-compulsive and related disorders, and post-traumatic stress disorder (i.e., Prolonged Exposure Therapy) and exposure techniques are frequently incorporated in the treatment for generalized anxiety disorder (e.g., worry exposures, Hoyer & Beesdo-Baum, 2012), eating disorders (e.g., mirror or food exposures, Becker, Farrell, & Waller, 2019), and social anxiety disorder (e.g., public speaking exposures; Acaturk, van Straten, & de Graaf, 2008).

In the following sections, we describe potential theories linking underlying theories of CBT and exposure therapy to learning processes during the use of horror content, as well as provide suggestions for how horror content could be incorporated into clinical practice. We propose that horror media may offer an entertaining, engaging, and attractive tool for clients to practice core cognitive-behavioral and exposure constructs, particularly for those who already use this content. First, many people are familiar with and enjoy engaging with horror media. Horror content is popular; in 2019, horror movies grossed approximately $787 million dollars at the box office (The Numbers, 2019). Second, it is possible that for some clients engaging with horror content may lower barriers towards treatment. For example, men, who frequently report viewing and enjoying horror content (Martin, 2019), tend to have lower rates of treatment-seeking for psychological issues, in part because they not may perceive current therapeutic options as meeting their needs (Liddon, Kingerlee, & Barry, 2018) or feel a need for independence and emotional control (Yousaf et al., 2013). Thus, approaches using experiential tools that appeal to this demographic (although, not limited to), who already engage with this content may be of particular interest.

Engagement with fictional horror could increase emotional clarity

Many people with elevated anxiety exhibit difficulties in identifying their emotions (e.g., Vine & Aldao, 2014), a construct known as emotional clarity (Salovey et al., 1995). Low emotional clarity may manifest itself through two different facets: poor source awareness (i.e., difficulty in identifying the source of an emotion) and/or as poor type awareness (i.e., difficulty in identifying or distinguishing between specific emotions) (Boden & Berenbaum, 2011). Emotional clarity is negatively associated with well-being (Gohm & Clore, 2010) and symptoms of anhedonic depression, social anxiety,
borderline personality, binge eating, and alcohol use (Vine & Aldao, 2014). Furthermore, lower levels of emotional clarity have been found in those with diagnoses of major depressive disorder and social anxiety disorder compared to controls (Thompson, Boden, & Gotlib, 2015). Additionally, there is evidence to suggest that emotional clarity predicts longitudinal outcomes such as depression and well-being (Haas et al., 2019). Consequently, multiple therapeutic interventions, such as the Unified Protocol for Transdiagnostic Treatment of Emotional Disorders (Barlow et al., 2010), Dialectical Behavior Therapy (Linehan, 1993), and Emotion Regulation Therapy (Fresco et al., 2013) focus on increasing emotional awareness and recognition to help facilitate better outcomes. Within these modalities, emotional awareness training exercises, such as mindfulness (see meta-analysis in Cooper, Yap, & Batalha, 2018) are typically used. To our knowledge, there has yet to be a study that has evaluated if individuals can improve emotional clarity through guided instruction using film clips, such as horror films, although using horror to process clinical trauma has been reported in one case study (Turley & Derdeyn, 1990) and proposed as a possible therapeutic technique (Hamilton & Sullivan, 2015; Hamilton, 2020).

We suggest that horror content has potential as a therapeutic tool to provide psychoeducation about the nature of anxiety and fear and a learning tool for increasing emotional clarity (source and type awareness). First, horror content is designed to evoke high levels of anxiety (through the use of music, lighting, plot, etc.) as well as acute moments of fear (through exposure to stimuli such as sudden sounds, monsters, gore, etc.), which allows a reliable evocation of these responses to allow for source awareness. We propose that horror content contains emotional archetypes of anxiety and fear that allow for easy identification (type awareness), which, with practice, could be generalized to increase identification of emotions generated by non-horror stimuli.

Emotional evocation in horror may exist in specific forms (e.g., stimuli such as home invasions, insects, or blood) of varying levels of personal relevance to the client, or could be a generalized tool to elicit elevated affect (e.g., elements of suspense). Therapists who use either CBT or EXP orientations could assign viewing content as homework assignments to help clients to learn how to clearly identify the thoughts and physiological sensations that go along with the emotions of anxiety and fear. There are already databases and books available with ratings that identify horror content of varying intensities and types (e.g., Glasby, 2020, Schaerfer et al., 2010). Furthermore, finding and accessing specific content is made easy through popular websites such as “Where’s the Jump?” (https://www.wheresthejump.com) and “Does the Dog Die?” (https://www.doesthedogdie.com), which are frequently updated with categories and time points of emotionally evocative scenes and stimuli found in television and movies. Overall, horror content is a readily accessible tool for the clinician, with resources already in place to help therapists and clients identify evocative, highly salient stimuli for generating anxiety responses.
Using horror as a “behavioral experiment”  
Horror content holds numerous opportunities for clients to expose themselves to a variety of anxiety-provoking stimuli, as in the case of exposure therapy. For the purposes of this discussion, we focus on cognitive processes associated with exposure, specifically the notion that exposure provides the opportunity for clients to learn that their experience of anxiety does not always match the actual threat posed by a stimulus and that they can tolerate or manage their emotions (e.g., Clark, 1999). Thus, the primary goal of this type of exposure is not to habituate to the stimuli, although between- and within-session habituation is likely to occur with repeated exposures (Maples-Keller & Rauch, 2020); instead, the goal is to test the plausibility of the cognitions about the stimulus. Exposure to horror content may provide people with elevated anxiety a safe space to practice multiple types of “behavioral experiments” in which they test the validity of their worries and practice strategies to manage their emotional experiences. This includes examining emotional intensity as a predictor of threat, testing the validity of thoughts about the meaning of physiological symptoms, learning new strategies to regulate emotions, and practicing coping ahead.

Challenging emotional reasoning  
Exposing oneself to elevated anxiety and systematically evaluating the intensity of the emotion against the threat posed is an important area of exploration for people with anxiety symptoms. Many people with anxiety endorse the use of emotional reasoning (also known as the “mistaking feelings for facts” cognitive distortion), in which they believe that the intensity of the emotion experienced is a valid indicator of the threat posed by a stimulus (Berle & Moulds, 2013). This distortion can be easily challenged with exposure to horror media, as clients may experience high levels of anxiety in response to actions on-screen, while in reality, they are at no risk of harm. In this way, clients can learn that the intensity of their emotions is not always a reliable indicator of the threat posed by a situation and can practice not responding to elevated emotions (e.g., with avoidance).

To put this into practice, therapists could design exercises in which clients view horror media and record their thoughts, emotions, and behaviors. Clients and therapists may then review these logs in order to systematically challenge the reality of the danger posed by the exposure in relation to the intensity of the emotional experience and thought content. This exercise has the potential to illustrate to clients that the emotional and physiological experience of anxiety does not have to map onto the actual danger posed by a situation. The therapist could then work with the client to design additional

---

2 Although outside the scope of this paper, numerous other theories (such as habituation theory) have been developed to explain why exposure therapy is effective, with varying degrees of support (see chapter in Telch, Cobb, & Lancaster, 2014).
homework exercises in which the client practices identifying emotional reasoning and challenging it using horror media, with the intention of generalizing this skill to non-horror contexts in which emotional reasoning occurs.

**Learning to tolerate somatic experiences**

Another potential application of horror content is to offer people with elevated anxiety the opportunity to learn how to tolerate the physical experience of feeling anxious. Many people with anxiety have catastrophic misinterpretations associated with somatic experiences of anxiety and/or habitually avoid these physical sensations (i.e., experiential avoidance; Hayes et al., 2004). Experiential avoidance, which has been conceptualized as a transdiagnostic construct, is problematic as it tends to impair quality of life and functioning (e.g., Boulanger, Hayes, & Pistorello, 2010). The debilitating effects of experiential avoidance are clearly illustrated when considering the diagnosis of agoraphobia, in which people purposely avoid situations due to a concern that one might experience somatic symptoms associated with panic attacks and be unable to escape or receive help (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Repeated exposure to the experience of anxiety through horror content may offer individuals who engage in experiential avoidance the opportunity to disconfirm catastrophic beliefs about what it means to experience these symptoms (e.g., an elevated heart rate does not necessarily signal the onset of a panic attack). Furthermore, horror exposures offer clients the opportunity to “ride the wave” and establish that negative emotions are tolerable, brief, and do not last forever.

Horror media could be systematically incorporated into exercises found in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, in which clients practice experiencing these high levels of emotions without judgment or reaction (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999). For example, clients could view horror media while allowing themselves to fully and nonjudgmentally experience the emotions and somatic symptoms (“ride the wave”), without attempting to modify them. Another potential application can be found in the emotional exposures module of the Unified Protocol for Transdiagnostic Treatment of Emotional Disorders (Barlow et al., 2010). In this exercise, clients could complete “emotional exposures” by using horror media to identify and challenge negative cognitions about experiencing high levels of somatic symptoms and evaluate the validity of concerns about potential catastrophic outcomes.

**Practicing cognitive reappraisal**

Horror content also offers clients many opportunities to practice “training” with cognitive skills to cope with anxiety- or fear-producing content. For instance, when viewing a horror film, individuals may practice cognitive reappraisal, a common emotion regulation skill in which people change their thinking in order to alter their emotions (Andrade & Cohen, 2008; Clasen et al., 2019). In general, people who use cognitive
reappraisal more frequently tend to report lower levels of psychopathology (Aldao et al., 2010), leading many to characterize cognitive reappraisal as an adaptive emotion regulation mechanism. Cognitive reappraisal is a core component of cognitive-behavior therapy (e.g., Beck et al., 1979), as clients are taught to evaluate the veracity of their thoughts and how their thoughts influence behaviors and emotions. Horror films offer numerous opportunities for reappraising thoughts related to anxiety-provoking stimuli and emotional responses. When viewing horror, people may engage in multiple types of reappraisal; for example, they may choose to reappraise the stimulus (e.g., “This is a horror film and the actors are not in actual danger”) or they may reappraise their emotional experience (e.g., “My anxiety is temporary and will soon pass”). On average, reappraising stimuli tends to show greater effects in reducing negative affect (see meta-analysis by Webb et al., 2012), increasing positive affect when viewing horror films (Andrade & Cohen, 2008), and is associated with greater behavioral approach (e.g., Wilson, Aldao, & Cheavens, 2018), suggesting that it may be an effective skill. Horror content offers the client opportunities to practice with both types of reappraisal and learn how to effectively apply this skill.

Previous studies have investigated the use of cognitive reappraisal training and found evidence for reductions in negative affect, although the interventions primarily consisted of brief trainings using aversive images (e.g., Denny & Ochsner, 2014; Shore et al., 2017). There has yet to be a formal test of how horror films could be used as training tools for learning and practicing cognitive reappraisal. We propose that practicing cognitive reappraisal skills in the context of horror films is highly promising in that it offers a “less risky” context, as the client is viewing media that do not pose a direct, personal threat (i.e., greater psychological and emotional distance) to learn skills that can be generalized later to other, more personally salient stimuli. In this manner, clients and therapists could work together to generate heightened easily identifiable emotions and then practice identifying emotions, physical sensations, behaviors, and thoughts. Maladaptive thoughts could then be evaluated and restructured using cognitive reappraisal. As the client becomes more skilled at performing reappraisal, the therapist and client could apply this skill to other emotion-eliciting situations that may have greater personal salience.

Table 2. Potential Methods for Leveraging Horror Media in Evidence-Based Therapies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapeutic Construct</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>How to Incorporate Horror</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increasing Emotional Clarity</td>
<td>People with anxiety may have difficulties identifying the source and nature of their emotions.</td>
<td>Therapists can use horror media as a training tool for clients to identify the physiological, behavioral, and emotional correlates of anxiety.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Summary and Conclusions

**Using horror fiction to help with anxiety in the moment**

One of the main goals of this paper was to explain why people with anxiety symptoms may seek out horror content and to identify possible mechanisms by which horror movies may reduce acute anxiety. Though seemingly paradoxical, there are several explanations for why people with anxiety sometimes seek out anxiety-inducing movies. Horror plots may be inherently alluring to someone who is high in anxiety. This may be especially true for those who exhibit contrast avoidance, as horror could be one way to maintain elevated negative emotions. Threat-related attention biases are also exaggerated among populations with clinical and subclinical anxiety. Typically, the central figure or theme in a horror film is some type of threat - a psychopathic killer, monster, or other dangerous figure. Thus, the prominence of threat to horror films serves as an attentional attractor, particularly among people with anxiety. In the same way that anxiety may lead someone to fixate on a real-world threat, it can more easily immerse them into the threat-focused plot of a horror film.
SCARING AWAY ANXIETY

Once tuned into the plot, people with anxiety may feel free to express the emotions that they are experiencing. When watching a horror film, it is expected that viewers express feelings of anxiety and fear. This can come as a relief to anxious individuals who believe that they need to hide how they are feeling. Additionally, the horror films may take over as the source of anxiety for the viewer. This shift in the source of anxiety serves two purposes. First, it can provide clarity for the anxious viewer by offering an identifiable source of anxiety. Second, it allows the anxious viewer to take control of their anxiety and regulate it in a variety of ways that are ineffective when the anxiety is not rooted in a movie. Finally, anxious viewers can experience a sense of relief when the film ends. This may be emotional relief when the story resolves and the threat is no longer present, but it can also be a neurobiologically-based euphoria that stems from the release of endocannabinoids and endorphins after a stressful experience.

Taken together, these factors may explain why anxious people sometimes consume horror films and how this experience may alleviate their anxiety. Thus, horror may serve as a sort of low-risk and low-cost method for some people with anxiety. This raises the question of whether or not these experiences could also provide some sort of long-term benefit beyond temporary relief. Although this could be a promising technique for increasing resilience, it is critical to consider and evaluate if horror media may function as a safety behavior and contribute to the maintenance of anxiety pathology. For example, if people use horror media to avoid other anxiety-eliciting stimuli, to avoid emotional contrast, or to reduce anxiety in the moment, then this may inhibit them from appropriate engagement and opportunities for disconfirming negative beliefs. Thus, future research should evaluate the function of horror media and the extent to which it facilitates short-term goals (e.g., reducing anxiety) and long-term adaptation.

Using horror fiction to build more generalized resilience

Another main goal of this paper was to identify how horror content could be leveraged for use in empirically validated treatments for internalizing disorders. We argue that horror content is ideally suited for “practice” material for clients who would benefit from developing a more adaptive relationship with the experience of anxiety and learning how to challenge maladaptive thoughts. Horror media is designed to be entertaining, engaging, and emotionally evocative and consequently, clients may view such homework assignments as enjoyable and approachable. Furthermore, horror content offers a strong training ground with easily identifiable emotional content and sources that allow the client to learn how to approach and tolerate negative affect. It also provides a less-threatening context for clients to learn skills to evaluate the validity of thoughts, cognitively restructure, and consider how they would cope ahead for realistic worries.
Next steps for research in this area would be to evaluate how effectively horror content serves these goals. This would involve systematically testing the feasibility (e.g., client satisfaction, engagement) and effectiveness (e.g., changes in emotional, physiological, and behavioral outcomes) of using horror media within the structure of cognitive-behavioral or exposure interventions. Analogue studies could be used to examine evidence for mechanisms of change (e.g., if horror media can be used to increase emotional clarity), with extension to clinical populations to test treatment effects. This could be accomplished through the use of single-case experimental designs (e.g., multiple-baseline designs), and if preliminary efficacy is established, randomized controlled trials in which clients are randomized to receive horror-based techniques within their treatment or treatment as usual.

Conclusions
We have presented a theoretical rationale for the incorporation of recreational horror in the treatment of anxiety symptoms. Many questions remain about the possible therapeutic use of horror. Future research should identify cognitive and emotional processes during scary fictional experiences and the short and long-term consequences of using horror media. It may also be of use to understand if there are certain populations of people who would benefit from these tools (e.g., people who experience barriers to engaging with traditional therapeutic contexts) and if it increases engagement in therapy and reduces drop-out. In sum, we believe that horror fiction provides a largely untapped clinical resource for anxiety-related disorders and have outlined possible mechanisms through which horror may serve adaptive and maladaptive roles in influencing short-term anxiety symptoms and could be appropriately leveraged to teach adaptive psychological skills.
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